WP Master Developer Pro Release Set to Change the Way
WordPress Plugins are Made
C Point Pty Ltd releases the information on how WP Master Developer Pro, its new
code editor for WordPress, changes the software development of plugins and themes
for the better. Further information can be found at http://c-point.com.
C Point Pty Ltd releases the information on how WP Master Developer Pro, its new code editor for
WordPress, changes the software development of plugins and themes for the better. Further
information can be found at http://c-point.com.Para Hills, Australia - April 18, 2017 /PressCable/ -Earlier today, C Point Pty Ltd announced the launch of WP Master Developer Pro, the new version
of its code editor for WordPress, set to go live on Wednesday, 19th of April 2017. For anyone with
even a passing interest in creating software, this launch will be worth paying attention to, as it's set
to shake things up.
Currently, around 15,886,000 websites, 27% of the entire Internet, are powered by WordPress,
thanks largely to its ability to serve the wide variety of needs through the use of plugins. For
example, if one wants to add anything to a website, from a shopping cart to social icons with links,
the fastest way is to search for a plugin that does the job. The plugins provide the extra functionality
without changing the WordPress core, and while there's no shortage of plugins being offered,
creating them has always been a slow, laborious and error-prone job. The CEO at C Point Pty Ltd,
Dr Alex Davidovic, makes a point of saying, "Things are going to change when WP Master
Developer Pro launches".
Dr Alex Davidovic continues, "Even the most complex plugins can be created quickly if you have the
reliable building blocks to work with, instead of starting from scratch. Programming becomes more of
an assemblage job, with only small quantities of code being needed to tie everything together.
That's why we spent months arming WP Master Developer Pro with the code snippets one can
insert with a click or two. Ultimately, having these foundation elements available is going to at least
double the speed of creating plugins, while bringing their quality up to the next level."
C Point Pty Ltd has been in business since 1991, producing creative software that is simple to use,
while providing plenty of under-the-hood functionality.
Presently, other code editors support languages used in WordPress, namely PHP, JavaScript and
HTML with CSS, without supporting WordPress specifically. By contrast, WP Master Developer Pro
offers instant help on over 2500+ WordPress functions at a click of a mouse. This alone makes C
Point code editor for WordPress an appealing alternative for developers.
Once again, WP Master Developer Pro is set to launch on 04/19/2017. To find out more, visit the
JavaScriptDeveloper.com site.
Further information about C Point Pty Ltd is available from the company website at http://c-point.com
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